
Western Australian Sustainable Energy Association Inc.  
WA SEA: the peak industry body for sustainable energy in WA. 

WA SEA members are the business part  
of the solution to climate change.  

Join us and make a difference.  

WA SEA is a chamber of businesses variously promoting, developing and/or adopting sustainable energy 
technologies and services that minimise the use of energy through sustainable energy practices and maximise 
the use of energy from sustainable sources.  

WA SEA is building relationships with businesses that aspire to be more sustainable in their own energy 
use, are providing the commercial solution to climate change through their products and services, or indirectly 
through their actions adopting more sustainable energy practices in their own business. Many businesses are 
acting to support the development of the best policy outcomes for the industry by becoming WA SEA members. 

WA SEA is supported by a growing membership of more than 175 industry members from a diversity of 
companies, businesses, organisations and individuals involved in sustainable energy practices and including 
energy efficiency across government, business and the community in: infrastructure; architecture and design of 
buildings and homes; transport; performance of appliances, vehicles, machinery, and industrial processes; use 
of renewable energy generation including passive use and solar hot water.   

Our members are the key energy players in Western Australia, exemplified by our current corporate 
members: Alinta, BHP Billiton Iron Ore, BP Australia, Carnegie Corporation, City of Mandurah, Gull Group of 
Companies, Horizon Power, Landfill Gas & Power, Pacifichydro, Perth Energy, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Rio 
Tinto, Solahart, SunPower, Synergy Energy, Verve Energy and Western Power and the WA Department of 
Industry and Resources. 

The role of governments is to build frameworks of governance that establish clear market signals for 
change and growth, and allow Australia’s innovative businesses to respond and deliver market-based solutions.  

A key role of WA SEA is to offer policy options to governments building those frameworks.  

Climate change will impact every part and every level of government, in all industrial sectors, in every part of the 
community. Getting the energy equation right is the key to responding to global warming, and with substantial 
changes coming in sustainable energy legislation, WA SEA will be working to ensure that past and future 
election promises actually become good policy and that legislative frameworks are created that allow business 
to get on with the work of creating solutions to climate change. 

WA SEA is the only business peak body actively supporting substantive action on sustainable energy in 
Western Australia. WA SEA has a strong reputation in Western Australia for authoritative commentary and 
advocacy on a broad range of energy efficiency and sustainable energy issues. 

At a critical time for individuals, governments, businesses and the community as a whole to develop workable 
solutions to reduce emissions and adapt to global warming, we invite you to consider membership of WA SEA. 

WA SEA Corporate Members: 

 

WA SEA is supported by the majority of WA’s key players across the sustainable energy sector.  
With increasing recognition and support of WA SEA, Corporate Membership guarantees a high profile in supporting 
sustainable energy in Western Australia. Corporate membership provides vital financial support for the work of WA SEA. 

For further information visit our website www.wasea.com.au, or contact the WA SEA Office: 
Ph 08 9481 3169, email info@wasea.com.au, or post WA SEA, PO BOX 1483, West Perth BC WA 6872  
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